Announcing the new PJD6251 DLP projector with 3D
from ViewSonic
Light, bright and portable 120Hz / 3D ready DLP projector

Sydney, Australia, March 15, 2010 – ViewSonic, global technology provider and renowned worldwide leader of visual display products today released
the new PJD6251 advanced 120Hz / 3D-ready DLP projector. The PJD6251 comes equipped with BrilliantColor technology, extensive input options,
enables remote network control and closed captioning capabilities. Offering table top and ceiling or wall mount options, the PJD6251 has the ability to
display versatile presentations, ideal in a corporate or education setting. With exceptional brightness and contrast ratios, the PJD6251 packs 3700
ANSI lumens in just 2.9kg along with a high 2800:1 contrast ratio to display incredibly intense images in virtually any lighting location. The PJD6251
incorporates the latest BrilliantColor technology to deliver stunning all-digital clarity with life-like colour, sharp graphics and outstanding video, with the
sophisticated six-segment colour wheel to enrich the yellow colour performance that is key to accurate and vivid colour reproduction. Furthermore,
multiple inputs including the HDMI port and integrated 2x5W speaker provide high quality content for a truly immersive experience, plus catering to the
hearing impaired is an integrated closed captioning decoder. Keeping in line with green technology and supporting sustainability, the PJD6251
features an eco-mode to extend the projector’s lamp life by up to 5000 hours and reduce noise output, thereby consuming less energy. The top load
lamp and filter-less design provides for easy maintenance and low total cost of ownership. Off to go with the direct off feature for the on the go
presenter or host allows the PJD6251 to simply be unplugged without waiting for the usual cool down phase. This feature also protects lamp life from
sudden power blackout. The PJD6251 also has RJ45 network management software enabling remote network control – allows users to manage all
networked projectors, monitor the projector and remotely schedule on / off times, lamp status and send email alerts to administrators notifying timing
for required maintenance, including scheduled lamp replacements. Last but not least, perform commands even when the host PC is powered down
with the unique integrated clock. Presenting unrivalled performance in the meeting room or classroom, the PJD6251 provides for effective
presentations, crystal clear and colourful content and 3D distinction. The ViewSonic PJD6251 projector is available now in Australia and New Zealand.
RRP AU$1,439 inc GST, NZ$1,749.About ViewSonic ViewSonic Corporation is a leading global provider of visual display products. ViewSonic
develops, markets and supports a broad range of innovative products, including Portable Media Players, Nettops, Netbooks, All-in-One PCs, as well
as digital signage displays including LCD monitors, LCD TVs, projectors, digital signage displays, digital photo frames and other display solutions. For
more information, visit www.viewsonic.com.au.
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